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About This Game

Braveland is a turn-based game inspired by old-school strategies with hexagonal battlefield. You will start as a humble warrior's
son whose village was cruelly raided and will end as talented commander of your army.

The story will take place in a hand-drawn world and cover many interesting places and characters. Various warriors will join
your army - archers, scouts, healers, footmen, arbalesters and more.

Turn-based battles in old-school style.

Command your troops and defeat enemies in hand to hand battles.

26 various warriors and creatures from archers to golems.

Three story chapters each in unique corner of the world.

Evolve your hero, find awesome artifacts and learn battle magic.

Intense boss fights at the end of each story chapter.

Hours of gameplay with 50 battles.

High definition awesome illustrated cartoon art.
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Tortuga Team
Publisher:
Tortuga Team
Franchise:
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Release Date: 17 Mar, 2014
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Story: Nice story, simple yet entertaining.
Graphics: Style is lego like, seems like flash but it is not ugly to see, just simple colorful graphics.
Gameplay: Entertaining, nice strategy plays, hardest difficulty is not easy.
Hours of fun: Depending on how fast you play videogames, this game can give you several hours of fun. I finished normal and
hardest difficulty with all achievements in around 24h.
Price\/Quality: 2.5 usd for at least 10 hours of fun, totally worth it.
Soundtrack\/Music: It has very nice and easy to hear music, that goes perfect with the game.
Controls: Very basic controls, easy to maneuver, the only downside I saw was if you needed to go back you had to wait for the
animation.

Final Score: Solid 6\/7 Worthy Buy. I was hoping for King's Bounty experience. It's fun at first, but there is not much strategy
and the story is just a linear series of places that really aren't choices. And it was over in 4 hours.... not much value here..
Braveland is fun. It's also quite short. While there are some reasons to replay it, namely achievements (if you are into that sort of
thing) you may have missed, you can pretty do everything in around 3 hours, or less if you rushed it. It's a fairly simple strategy
game. What it lacks in complexity it make up for in fun. That's twice I mentioned fun in quite short succession. On that note I
will keep this review short. If a casual turn based strategy game interests you then this is worth picking up. Its fun, and I
recommend it.. Poor gameplay. Everything is too linear, no real strategy involved. No distinct advantage available..
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0435\u043d\u044c\u043a\u043e, \u043d\u043e \u0441\u043e
\u0432\u043a\u0443\u0441\u043e\u043c.
\u0414\u043b\u044f \u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u0435\u0439
\u043f\u043e\u0448\u0430\u0433\u043e\u0432\u044b\u0445 \u0431\u043e\u0435\u0432.. No manual in a game where it is
important to know every function to survive. There are many game that are rip-offs of the King's Bounty series, but this one
plagiarizes so much it should be sued. Similar, but without the story and charm of the King's Bounty series. 1\/10
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